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     Elizabeth Gaskell’s Wives and Daughters  and Emily Bronte’s Wuthering Heights  both 

contain potentially incestuous romantic couples. Within Wives and Daughters,  Molly Gibson and 

Cynthia Kirkpatrick, although unrelated by blood, are brought together as sisters and discover 

the best friendship of their lives. They are devoted to each other almost romantically, and while 

this sort of love is inconclusive in a traditionally romantic context, it is nonetheless a deep 

positive force that brings both young women closer together. It directs each to a happy future 

through positive encouragement and healthy learning experiences. Heathcliff and Catherine 

Earnshaw of Wuthering Heights  share an intense, strangely sado-masochistic love that seems 

even against Nature itself, and is therefore doomed to tragedy. Their love is unhealthy in 

multifarious aspects: in some inexplicable way, they almost enjoy harming one another and 

being harmed, they are trapped in a love-agony throughout the novel, and their relationship is 

repeatedly discouraged: whether by way of society, the natural world, or themselves . A possible 

theory for the continual - and at this point, symbolic - rejection of their union may be that they 

unknowingly share the same blood as well as the same soul; that they are brother and sister. As 

such, this relationship - along with the Gibson sisters’ relationship - is considered incestuous.  

 

     However, the difference between the two couples lies with the sharing of blood, genes and the 

ability to procreate: because the sisters’ love is 'harmless' to the genetic natural world and the 

evolution of species [both by way of their being unrelated and also of the same gender], their 

bond is, in a way, positively lofty, elevated; thus it is a healthy experience. Both girls have 'good' 

blood; kind but complicated natures, and they help and defend each other rather than continually 

try to destroy each other in their passion to be  each other as Cathy and Heathcliff do. In 

Wuthering Heights,  Cathy and Heathcliff are continually described as wild, harsh, fierce, and 

more like animals than human beings. They are not separate people; they are one person 

separated into two beings. Each half seems to be irreparably damaged and unhinged without the 



other, and even when together, their version of peace and love is still roughness and emotional 

toil. If they are indeed of the same blood, they are two beings that technically are able to mate, 

but should not in order to prevent the detriment of their line. Their offspring would be weak 

humanistically but strongly animalistic. Cathy and Heathcliff’s union would be backwards to the 

natural progression of earthly development. Therefore, their love is repeatedly thwarted, and 

their union (if they had been sexually active when young) never is fruitful or thriving in any way.  

 

     In an exploration of the first couple, Elizabeth Gaskell’s novel Wives and Daughters 

centralizes the relationship between new step-sisters Molly Gibson and Cynthia Kirkpatrick. 

Although both sisters are happily paired with decent husbands in the end, the two women stay 

constant and loyal to each other first and foremost. Cynthia and Molly belong to an “other” 

relationship that is closer than sisterly; they are infatuated with each other. This unusually deep 

affection manifests in their evident gravitation to one another, their individual descriptions of 

feelings, and in their treatment of their own relationship compared to those formed with the men 

in their lives.  

 

     Upon Cynthia’s arrival, Molly is immediately enthralled and intimidated by her new sister’s 

“beautiful, tall, swaying figure” (Gaskell 215). Molly retreats from the warm greeting with which 

she had been prepared to meet her new sibling: “a sudden gush of shyness had come over her just 

at the instant, and quenched the embrace she would have given a moment before. But Cynthia 

took her in her arms, and kissed her on both cheeks” (Gaskell 215). It is unclear whether this 

timidity results from nervousness, a sense of feminine inadequacy when faced with another 

appealing young woman, or if Molly is genuinely attracted to her new sister. Indeed, Cynthia 

looks “quite the woman” as her mother says soon after their meeting, so it is not surprising that 

Molly would think the same, especially after having never seen her before. Furthermore, Molly 

seems to possess a heightened ability to appreciate female beauty in the novel, possibly due to 

the missing mother-figure and her perpetual search for one; even as a child, she thought her 

future stepmother “the most beautiful person she had ever seen” (Gaskell 16). Cynthia herself 

even takes upon a slightly dominant role in her instant fondness for Molly; her action of ‘taking’ 



Molly ‘into her arms and kissing her’ is phrased almost romantically. The description is only 

platonic at the last moment when the reader finds that Cynthia only kisses Molly’s cheeks. 

Cynthia’s easy, confident essence and persona is reassuring to Molly’s reticence, motherly to her 

girlishness, and dramatic lover to her blushing heroine. In times of crisis they seek each other out 

and are able to sense each other’s pain, even if they do not know the source of it. Upon Mrs. 

Hamley’s death, Cynthia goes to Molly, “taking [her] listless hand, that hung down by her side, 

sat at her feet on the rug, chafing her chilly fingers without speaking” (Gaskell 219). Cynthia 

plays the comforting wife/mother-figure in this scene, nurturing Molly from her worldly pains. 

Likewise, when Cynthia is plagued by Mr. Preston’s doglike pursuit of her hand, Molly 

volunteers herself, without much knowledge of the situation, to heroically risk her reputation for 

Cynthia’s honor. It is a feminist role, but also one that is archetypically played by a hero -- a 

male lover in a romance.  

 

     Following their enthusiastic first exchange, when the party returns to the drawing-room, 

Molly is “absorbed in the contemplation of Cynthia’s beauty” (Gaskell 215). She goes on to 

describe her lovingly:  

 

Her smile was perfect; her pouting charming; the play of the face was in the mouth. Her eyes 

were beautifully shaped, but their expression hardly seemed to vary...Molly fell in love with her, 

so to speak, on the instant...Molly would watch her perpetually as she moved about the room, 

with the free stately step of some wild animal of the forest -- moving almost, as it were, to the 

continual sound of music.  (Gaskell 215-217) 

 

It is essentially the language of an ardent admirer describing their beloved by way of a 

love-letter. Cynthia even outwardly declares as such: “I do believe I love you, little Molly, whom 

I have only known for ten days, better than any one” (Gaskell 219). With reference to her former 

analysis, one that claims a stunted ability to love, this is quite a strong declaration for Cynthia to 

make. Molly is even given pet names from her new companion, mostly consisting of “little one” 

or “sweet one” which emphasize her innocence, youthfulness and sensitive, tender nature; all 



qualities that describe the ideal Victorian woman. Molly is a character whose development as a 

female “according to Wright, serves as Gaskell’s ‘symbol of the nation’s progress from 

Romantic puberty to Victorian maturity’” (Najarian 208). Cynthia, on the other hand, is 

flirtatious, dashing, and if not quite shallow then not so easily swayed into feeling - or so she 

claims - which are elements that may pertain to a quintessential masculine lover.  

 

     Cynthia’s assessment of herself regarding her inability to truly fall in love with men is odd, 

considering her natural passion. When Mr. Preston visits Mrs. Gibson later on in the novel; 

“[Cynthia’s] color, which had been brilliant the first moment of her entrance, faded away as she 

gazed; but her eyes -- her beautiful eyes - usually so soft and grave, seemed to fill with fire, and 

her brows to contract, as she took the resolution to come forward and take her place among the 

three...” (Gaskell 227). Cynthia’s dislike is literally depicted as ‘fire’ that appears in her eyes. 

She is certainly not incapable of passion, even if of the negative kind. It merely seems as if she 

cannot muster a positive passion for men - she cannot quite bring herself to completely fall in 

love with them, whereas she has no issue in doing so with Molly. In the case of Mr. Preston, her 

attachment to him was that of a girl - not quite in tune with the sexual power she held, and so her 

betrothal to him was born of confusion more than anything else. Her engagement to Roger 

Hamley was not born of passion either. She liked him well enough, confusedly supposed that she 

loved him, blamed her depthless liking for him on her inability to love strongly, and ultimately 

decided to end the engagement. Her acceptance of Mr. Henderson further on also suggests her 

mild contentedness with the situation rather than a supreme happiness. There are subtleties that 

ultimately indicate her preference for the company of women and then following that, all people 

who admire her. On a related note, the Victorian Age did not recognize lesbianism as they did 

male homosexuality. It was not openly conceived that women could love/be attracted to each 

other in the same way they could with a man. There was not a strong, public, societal concept of 

lesbianism until much later: “This had first showed itself conspicuously in the 1880s with the 

introduction of new legislation against pornography, prostitution, and sex between men (Though 

not between women, for until the 1920s, legislators and the public had little awareness of a 

distinct lesbian identity)” (Anderson 22). 



     Molly is a different story. She falls deeply, romantically in love with Roger, although in a 

way her love for Cynthia is stronger even so. She does not interfere with Roger and Cynthia’s 

engagement nor discourages Cynthia’s decision to continue it despite her callousness in response 

to Roger’s generous love, which is both a mark of Molly’s strength of character and a testament 

to her primary devotion to her stepsister.  

 

     Molly loves Cynthia dearly, and so Cynthia does Molly. Their relationship is the focus of the 

novel, even if they are separated by marriage in the end -- quite happily to men in their own 

right. However, their attachment is an unusually close one that certainly transcends the 

boundaries of sisters and even friends. They are not literally connected by blood, or by souls, or 

by any genetic, earthly means; but their bond may as well be for its fortitude. Their love is 

natural. Perhaps that is even one of the points of their relationship - that the ability to marry or 

reproduce does not actually, essentially matter in the scheme of love. All that really matters is the 

mutual respect, protection, encouragement and cherishing of each other - for each to continually 

try to help the other and to bring them to a better place in life: emotionally, physically and 

mentally.  

 

     Wuthering Heights,  on the other hand,  possesses an unhealthy, unnatural, and underlying 

incestuous tension throughout. “One need not follow the dark Freudian lines of the 

Bronte-Bramwell relationship - which have been fully explored by the author’s biographers - to 

prove Emily Bronte’s familiarity with the concept of incestuous connections” (Soloman 81). The 

relationships of Wuthering Heights'  characters uncomfortably intertwine with each other’s 

families and are formed just barely within acceptable genetic means for the Victorian Era. Whilst 

Cathy and Heathcliff are famed for their all-consuming, violent love-agony for each other, it is - 

if not explicitly stated - heavily implied that their tragedy implies a natural, almost elemental and 

possibly biological rejection of their union. Hence, the highly suggestible inference that 

Heathcliff and Cathy Earnshaw may be of the same blood as well as of the same soul is not 

beyond the realm of probability. They may be half-siblings.  

 



     Heathcliff is a character that defies understanding. He is a “sullen, patient [gypsy] child; 

hardened, perhaps, to ill-treatment [...] though hardness, not gentleness, made him give little 

trouble” (Bronte 43-44). He possesses an 'otherness' about him; his skin and features are dark -- 

suggesting a different racial background. He is not from an English family, ergo he is separated 

in this way from the rest of the characters in the novel. His origin is fascinating, as is the 

intriguing decision for Mr. Earnshaw to retrieve him from the streets of Liverpool and bring him 

home to be reared with ‘proper English children,’ although they themselves are a strange group. 

Heathcliff could possibly be Mr. Earnshaw’s illegitimate child with a darker mistress in 

Liverpool, since he often went on business there. This is vaguely explained by the novel’s 

narrator, Nelly.  

 

     When Mr. Earnshaw rescues Heathcliff from the streets of Liverpool, all the reader knows is 

Nelly’s account of Mr. Earnshaw’s story. There is a double-bias on the already withheld original 

occurrence; the first barrier by way of Mr. Earnshaw's explanation may be a lie or an incomplete 

truth, and the second barrier is by way of Nelly's retelling, a probable detection and a passive but 

doubtful interpretation of Earnshaw's lie or incomplete truth. She wonders at the fact that 

Earnshaw “took to the child strangely,” and “as he [Earnshaw] called him, a poor fatherless 

child” (Bronte 43). Nelly projects her doubts towards her employer’s story within the narration. 

Nelly’s phrase, “as he called him," even possesses multiple meanings, most of which express her 

suspicions about the situation. It could be a casual comment or a simple reiteration that those are 

not her own words, regardless if Earnshaw sired Heathcliff or not. But, taken within context of 

her continual skepticism of Earnshaw’s entire story, the strangeness, the fact that Earnshaw told 

his wife that Heathcliff must  be raised as an equal to Hindley and Cathy without any good reason 

other than impulsive charity, that it is only Heathcliff and not a gaggle of poor children [for there 

would have been many others living on Liverpool's streets], the suddenness of his decision 

etc...it is heavily implied that Nelly may believe that Earnshaw had something to do with 

Heathcliff’s creation. It is likely that Earnshaw is Heathcliff’s father.  

 



     Further implication towards Heathcliff and the Earnshaws’ shared blood includes Mrs. 

Earnshaw’s reaction to Heathcliff’s sudden inclusion into the family. Mrs. Earnshaw is instantly 

repelled by Heathcliff, a common, poor street-urchin, and as soon as he stood in front of the 

family, she “was ready to fling it [him] out of doors” and “did fly up, asking how he [Mr. 

Earnshaw] could fashion to bring that gypsy brat into the house, when they had their own bairns 

to feed and fend for?” (Bronte 42). His wife’s anger may be due to her knowledge of Heathcliff’s 

origins implicitly. She may recognize something in him that she does in her husband and other 

children, but the child is not hers in any sense, which would generate deep anger. This last is a 

mild speculation, and is not overtly expanded upon by any means, but would be an imaginable 

theory behind her oddly severe dislike of this new "other" child. She even goes so far as to 

neglect and abuse Heathcliff and “never put in a word on his behalf when she saw him wronged” 

(Bronte 43). The intense negative feeling behind her actions goes beyond any initial anger on an 

innocently charitable, if inconvenient act of her husband’s, which signifies that there is a deeper, 

possibly painful history there that is not revealed.  

 

     As far as temperaments are concerned, Heathcliff and Cathy are of the same fire, sadism, and 

in Cathy’s case, masochism. She bites, kicks, torments, enjoys being tormented, etc. Hindley, her 

brother, also possesses a similar brutish quality to him, incidentally. They all share a kinship in 

wickedness and savagery of one sort or another. Society’s influence may have temporarily tamed 

their natures for periods of time, but had not staunched the robust Earnshaw disposition. This is 

evident in Hindley’s marriage to Frances, Cathy’s ladylike transformation due to the wealthy 

Linton family's influence, and Heathcliff’s going off to obtain his fortune and returning a rich, 

refined man...if still emotionally and mentally fierce as ever.  

 

     Finally, Heathcliff and Cathy’s love seems doomed from the start, and their inescapable 

family tie would be an explanation for that futility. Their sexual intimacy would be then against 

nature, even though it seems to them to be natural due to ignorance. Genetic Sexual Attraction, 

or the reverse Westermarck Effect, might also play a part to describe their relationship, 

considering this symbolic stuntedness. “[The Westermarck Effect] refers to the fact that when 



little boys and girls spend a lot of time together as they are growing up, they will later as 

adolescents find each other sexually repulsive” (Kanazawa). This is a sort of familial 

conditioning to each other by way of a close family unit in order to prevent incestuous 

relationships, and therefore the excessively recycled genes and subsequently an extremely weak, 

devolved gene pool. “The GSA website states ‘Genetic Sexual Attraction or GSA occurs 

between two adults who have been separated during the critical years of development and 

bonding and are reunited years later as adults’” (Mahon). Cathy and Heathcliff did not meet as 

adults, but they did spend a portion of their early life away from each other, which, when 

reunited and combined with their lack of knowledge, might generate a strange attraction. They 

implicitly recognize each other in their faces, personalities and interests throughout the last years 

of their childhood and all adulthood; even enough for Cathy to obtain her famous, shocking 

revelation: “I am Heathcliff.”  

 

     Considering the collective context of the novel, how searingly near the characters’ 

entanglements approach an incestuous connective circle between only two central families, how 

the violent, obsessive, ugly parts of human nature are all aroused and subtly conveyed, it 

probably is not too large of a leap to deduce that Heathcliff and Cathy may literally share the 

same blood and flesh already. This, if true, is a heavily suggestible reason for their long 

unresolved relationship, and the world’s conditioning them away from each other. Their love 

seems to be unshakably strong, yet their weaker interests and pettiness draw them apart and into 

genetically sound, if [to them] damaging environments and relationships. Cathy and Heathcliff 

are literally prevented from mating and producing children. They are forced by their own 

stubbornness and frailties to reproduce with other partners, even though it is with each other that 

they wish to join.  

 

     Elizabeth Gaskell’s Wives and Daughters  and Emily Bronte’s Wuthering Heights  both 

contain incestuous romantic couples. Molly Gibson and Cynthia Kirkpatrick, although literally 

unrelated by blood, are technically sisters by marriage who become extensively devoted to each 

other, and provide each other with loyalty, protection, and personal betterment. Their love is 



healthy, and not entirely platonic in nature. Heathcliff and Catherine Earnshaw of Wuthering 

Heights possess a love that appears to be against Nature itself, and thus, is ultimately 

orchestrated towards tragedy. Their love is unhealthy both to themselves, the people around them 

and the natural world. Both couples are intra-familial, yet the core of each is substantially 

opposite, and yields accordingly appropriate results for each relationship’s state.  
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